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Cell Adhesion 
What does the term Cell Adhesion mean to you ?

+

Are Cells Really Sticky ???



Do cells stick ? 

Do they need to stick ? 

What can they stick to ? 

How do they stick ? 

What happens if they dont ? 



Human Body  - Organ - Tissue - Cells



Human Body  - Organ - Tissue - Cells



Duuuhhhh!!!! 
Told you we were alike



Do cells stick ? 

Do they need to stick ? 

You Tell Me !!! 



We all develop from a ball of cells. 

dolphin fish cat human

mouse elephant snake bat



We all develop from a ball of cells. 

2 cell stage 4 cell stage 8 cell stage

During development cells will need to come 
together and go apart.

In the process they move...



This has been seen and studied in  
Drosophila Development 



What about the bodys defense ? 

Do cells need to adhere to be able 
to do that ?



Skin : One of our first lines of defense 



Skin fibroblasts attaching and spreading 



Macrophage chasing the bacteria. 

does the macrophage need to adhere to run like this  



Cell Migration and Cell Adhesion 



Do cells stick ? 

Do they need to stick ? 

What can they stick to ? 



Cell Tissue Organ
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Almost all living organisms are made up of cells. Cells 
in a multicellular organism’s make and secrete a 
‘MATRIX’ that forms a mesh around them.



ECM - Extracellular Matrix 

The 
meshwork 
formed by 
these 
‘macromolec
ules’ 
surrounding 
the cells is 
the 
‘extracellular 
matrix’, or 
ECM.



 Somewhat like a MESH of MAGGI wrapping itself around veggies in a bowl. This glue-like mesh 
binds individual cells and allows them to be held together as a group and function as a tissue. It also 
helps tissues and organs keep the distinct shape and architecture that is vital to their function.



THE 

MATRIX

COLLAGEN.  FIBRONECTIN . ELASTIN .  
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A white ghost of a heart is 
a  heart that is devoid of all  

cells and is now made of 
just the matrix. Surprisingly, 
because of the matrix, the 

cell-less heart can still  
retain its shape !
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Collagen
Fibronectin
Fibrinogen

Laminin

What is this matrix made up of ?
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COLLAGEN is the most 
abundant matrix protein 

that provides the 
framework with other 

matrix proteins.

ELASTIN, as the name 
suggests, is the most 

‘elastic’ matrix protein, and 
can shrink and stretch as 

much as required. 

FIBRONECTIN cross-links 
the matrix by binding 

collagen on one end and 
integrin receptors at the 

other. Thus, it  helps make 

a better mess … sorry, 
mesh!!! 

FIBRINOGEN is a matrix 
protein that is secreted 

into the blood. This 
protein is chopped into 

FIBRIN that binds RBCs 

and helps form a clot! 

protomer

dimer

tetramer

Collagen superstructure
Collagen monomers 
come together to 
form a protomer.

Relaxed Elastin Stretched Elastin

Real Fibronectin
Fibronectin

Cell

Blood Clot

single elastin molecule

lysine

alysine
(modified 
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Collagen
Binding
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Monkey'Cornea'

Extracellular Matrix Protein : Collagen 

It Influences :
 

Behavior of cells
Survival of cells

Development of cells
Migration of cells

Proliferation of cells
Shapes of cells

Functions of cells



What else can they stick to ? 



Cell stick to Each Other 

cell cell junctions in endothelial cells 



Cell-Cell Adhesion 



Do cells stick ? 

Do they need to stick ? 

What can they stick to ? 

How do they stick ? 



Integrin mediated binding to ECM 

My lab studies how this regulates cell function  



Integrins

ECM

Integrins

ECM



ECM

Integrins



Integrins are transmembrane protein family 

Integrins are heterodimeric adhesive receptors consisting of an α- and a β-subunit.  



Intercellular junctions in skin cells 



Cadherins vital protein regulating cell cell junction



How do cells think about this ??



Tissues can differ in how SOFT 
or STIFF they are. But, the 
cells in different tissues are all 
equally soft!!! It is the nature of 
the matrix, and how it is 
connected in a mesh that 
helps determine tissue 
stiffness. This allows cells in a 
tissue to change their shape 
and behavior in response to 
changes in the stiffness of the 
matrix that binds them.  

SOFT HARD

10 100 1000 10000 1GPa

II

II

Soft vs Stiff matrix – How do cells know ?

A cell from the brain feels best in that stiffness and not at 
the stiffness of the lung !!! They seem to remember this !!





Do cells stick ? 

Do they need to stick ? 

What can they stick to ? 

How do they stick ? 

What happens if they dont stick ?  



Diseases where integrins and cadherins 
are implicated in…

Thrombosis
Autoimmune Diseases

Artherosclerosis
Cancer









Can we use the matrix to fight disease ?
Matrix proteins affect the way cells feel. Some 
of these proteins protect cells in blood vessels 
against damage induced PLAQUE formation 
(athero-protective), and some don’t (athero-
genic).  

These ATHERO-PROTECTIVE matrices can be 
used to protect us from the formation of 
PLAQUES.  In fact, some of these proteins are 
now used to coat STENTS to make them work 
better. This is one application of the matrix in 
fighting disease. Have you heard of any others? 

A STENT is a metal 
grill inserted into a 

blocked blood 
vessel using a 

balloon. It opens 
the blood vessel 

and makes sure it 
stays open. A 

STENT coated with 
athero-protective 

matrix proteins can 
help keep the 

plaque from coming 
back.





If you'd like to join our subscriber’s list and receive 
hard copies of every issue, mail your postal address 
to iwonder.editor@azimpremjifoundation.org. 
Please note that the mailing of hard copies is 
restricted to India.

mailto:iwonder.editor@azimpremjifoundation.org


Cells - 2D vs 3D ?



Cells grown in lab Cells in Physiology
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2D 3D



2D 3D



Cells - 2D vs 3D ?

LabTek chambersTM 



Collagen matrix – with 
cells inside 

Medium on top 

~4mm 

Mouse Embryonic Fibroblasts transfected with GFP observed under  
confocal microscope 



LASER
CONFOCAL  
MICROSCOPE



Wide-field image Confocal image 





Localization of Caveolin-1 GFP in MEFs on 3D Matrices.

Trupti Tithe

Caveolin - GFP expressing fibroblasts in 3D matrix
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Caveolin1- GFP trafficking in 3D Matrices.

confocal cross section 
of cell in 3D gel

Caveolin1- GFP expressing fibroblasts in 3D collagen matrix (movie - 2fps)
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4D reconstitution of 
Caveolin-1GFP localisation in a 

live cell in 3D collagen
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Movie Links

Macrophage chasing bacteria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2d1SFqJJeVY

Drosophila 17h Embryo Development
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBcbXzamai4

Fibroblast spreading on a glass dish
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1hGJ99NIEE

The Matrix - Trailer :-)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m8e-FF8MsqU

Artherosclerosis and Plauque formation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbShOXhO6p8

Angioplasty and STENT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7nghr9TpSU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2d1SFqJJeVY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBcbXzamai4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1hGJ99NIEE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m8e-FF8MsqU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbShOXhO6p8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7nghr9TpSU

